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"Let her go!" A chilling roar echoed in the air.

Leon swiftly leaped into the air and descended before Seth and the others; his presence intimidating and malicious.

"Leon! Why are you here?" Seth was stunned by Leon's sudden appearance.

He made sure not to leave any trace behind when he captured Iris, so it caught him by surprise that Leon managed to find him

so soon.

It was so far beyond his understanding that he struggled to comprehend how Leon managed such a thing.

"Leon, you're finally here. I'm so glad!" Iris said. The despair that overwhelmed her earlier vanished instantly.

However, she soon remembered that they were at the heart of the Golans' territory with countless martial artists in the Emperor

State, so Leon might be outnumbered; realization dawned on her and she started to worry for Loen's safety.

"Scram!" Leon ignored Seth and launched a powerful attack at the guard who captured Iris to rescue Iris.

"How dare a puny man in the Overlord State be so arrogant before us?! Die! " The guard who stood before Seth narrowed his

eyes viciously.

Since Leon was wielding his spiritual energy, he could not detect Leon's power level but determined that Leon was in the Peak

Overlord State at best judging from his speed and explosive power.

The guard long reached the Initial Emperor State a few years ago, so he had no fear for Leon.

He lunged at Leon at the speed of lightning, fully intending to finish Leon off with a single blow.

"Watch out! That brat has an Emperor weapon! Don't fight him!" Seth shouted out, but it was already too late.

"Baam!"

Their attacks clashed and the guard's powerful true energy tore through Leon's attack, before darting toward Leon's chest.

Leon tilted his body slightly to take the attack with the Mirror of Sovereign.

At the same time, he launched a Double Attack, wrapping his fist with his true energy in the Advanced Supreme State, before

striking.

"Baam!"

The guard did not expect Leon to survive his attack or launch a second attack so soon.

Without the chance to react, he was instantly sent flying and slammed hard onto the ground.

He spewed blood from his mouth as a sharp pain pierced through his chest and he instantly lost the ability to fight due to the

severe internal injuries he suffered.
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